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5. How much does the amplitude of the voicing 
source decrease during a voiced fricative 
compared to the preceding vowel?
Normalised voicing strength measure (VS) derived 
from low-pass filtered waveform: average signal 
power in 20ms window normalised against similar 
sized window centred around peak amplitude of 
preceding vowel

�VS decreases more for non-sibilants [v, dh]  after 
the vowel, yielding lower mean VS values. �

4. Voiced Frication � Frication + Voicing.  Why?
Spectral modification of frication noise (Shadle 1995) 
�

�Constriction formation affects voicing quality at /VF/ 
boundary (Löfqvist et al 1995).

Mutual reduction of overall source amplitudes 
(Stevens et al. 1992). �

And amplitude modulation of the frication noise... 

3. What determines amount of source overlap?
We recorded:  frication on (tf+) and off (tf-) times and 
voicing off (tv-) and on (tv+) times. Readings were 
used to calculate total frication duration (TFD = tf- - tf+) 
and source overlap duration (SOD = tv- - tf+), which, in 
a voiced fricative where voicing persists throughout, 
is simply the TFD.

Relationship between SOD and TFD
�Speakers JP and PJ (male)

Speakers AT and RG (female) �

•Both TFD and SOD are bimodal, but scatter plots reveal 3 
classes: voiced, devoiced and voiceless. 
•Between phonologically voiced and voiceless fricatives:  
TFD more categorical indicator for females, SOD more 
categorical for males.
•For voiced fricatives, TFD increases with more posterior 
place (see histograms) and with high vowel context.
•Gradient of TFD/SOD relationship consistently between 1 
and 0 and steeper for male speakers but with some 
interspeaker variability.

2.Where do sources overlap?
Typically in voiced fricatives (see         waveform)…
�

�…but also at the /VF/ boundary of voiceless 
fricatives (see           waveform and spectrogram)…

…but not always (see         waveform)�

1.Abstract
• Investigated two acoustic effects of interaction between voicing and frication sources: strength of voicing component and amplitude 

modulation of aperiodic component by voicing.
• Examined durational data to determine distribution of source overlap in voiced and voiceless fricatives.
• Corpus: 4 speakers (2 male, 2 female), all 8 English fricatives, vowel contexts, 9 repetitions.
• Desciption of technique used to extract the modulation measure, results and discussion.
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11. Conclusions
•Analysed and identified durational effects for place of articulation, vowel context, sex and speaker.
•Positive correlation between source overlap (SOD) and length of fricative (TFD) varies across sex and speakers.
•Voicing strength (VS) during voiced fricatives is mainly influenced by the sibilant/non-sibilant distinction.
•Degree of fricative modulation (AVM) is principally determined by voicing strength.
•Male/female distinction and place of articulation affect modulation, with particularly strong modulation for males and  [z]. 
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10.Discussion

•Overall shape of AVM contours are dictated by shape of VS contours. Higher voicing level � higher modulation.
•Modulation of [z] is more ‘responsive’ to changes in VS and is at a higher level. Why?

-Nature of Jet/Turbulence formation? -Louder frication?
•Male modulation is consistently higher than female modulation.  Probably due to louder absolute voicing.
•No clear pattern across place for voiceless fricatives.

9. What is the nature of the VS/AVM 
relationship?
Lines of best fit for the above scatter 
plots compared across fricative place for 
each speaker.

�VOICELESS: All speakers
VOICED: All speakers�

Within the 10-20dB VS range, [z]’s line 
of best fit has higher gradient and 
intercept than others. Patterns most 
pronounced for voiced fricatives.

8. So, is modulation dependent on 
voicing strength?
Scatter plots show all AVM readings 
against their VS readings, grouped by 
fricative place.

�VOICELESS: Speaker JP
VOICED: Speaker JP�

There is a consistently positive relationship. 
High variance due to varying speaking level and 
measurement noise.

7. What shape are AVM contours for 
voiced and voiceless fricatives?
AVM (thick black lines) and VS (dotted 
blue lines) contours.  Each column is a 
different vowel context  and each 
row is a repetition of the postalveolars.

�VOICELESS: Speaker PJ 

VOICED: Speaker JP�

The general shape of the AVM contours 
resembles that of the VS contours for 
both voiced and voiceless fricatives.

6. What is amplitude modulation of frication and how do we quantify it?
Voicing induces a pitch-synchronous pulsing in the aperiodic component through a jet 
forcing mechanism of the turbulence noise generation. 

An aperiodic energy envelope is derived from the magnitude of the high-pass waveform 
whose mean forms the aperiodic energy (AE) for each frame.  Having normalized against 
AE, the spectrum of amplitude modulation is computed by DFT of each frame with a 
Hamming window applied.  Components within 5Hz of f0 are aggregated  to yield the 
measure (AVM) which is converted to dB.  A standard �30dB adjustment is made to 
account for natural fluctuation within a steady fricative.  AVM readings are taken at 5ms 
intervals to yield an AVM contour. �


